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BACKGROUND 
INDUSTRY AS IS TODAY

1.1 PREFACE

Since the 1990s, TV as a medium revolutionized the way a sport was watched. As communication 
mediums increased the Sport fan community found empowerment. With the internet 
revolution Sport fans could now access scores and news on their desktop. With the mobile 
revolution, the Sport fan found sports idols, their performances, records and news on their 
fingertips.

Nowadays with the proliferation of Social Media Sport fans find new friends across the borders 
and form their own communities of interest. Going forward augmented reality will enable 
Sports fans to transpose themselves into stadia; at player training sessions and even locker 
rooms! Artificial Intelligence applications will allow fans to play their own games and contests 
within the Sport games.

So where does all this leave the Sports fans who are scattered across the world and 
languages but united by their passion for sport, their favorite teams and players? Is there a 
way to combine all these fans, combine all these technologies and the applications to form 
one Sport club worldwide? A Sport club which has a matrix of sports communities - playing 
their own games within the sport, socializing with each other, following their common sports 
idols, rooting for their common favorite teams, blogging together, tweeting together, creating 
content, questions, challenges & contests together - multiple interest communities but under 
one sport ecosystem?

1.2 VISION & MISSION STATEMENT

At Sportco, we aim to redefine the engagement of Sports fans worldwide by rewarding their 
contributions. Rewarding the Sports fans is the cornerstone of our vision. We believe that 
blockchain will disrupt the Sport industry by introducing a transparent reward system and 
help in building coherent & decentralised Sport fan communities.

With several years of experience and more than 500,000 fans on our existing platforms 
Sportco aims to be the catalyst of this change by focussing & expanding its product range and 
seamless integration of technology within Sport communities.

This will be possible by Blockchain enabled Sportco coin. The decentralised peer to peer 
community will also store historic data bases and fan contribution records on the basis of 
which transparent reward mechanism will be rolled out.
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1.3 MARKET SIZE:

One of six people on this planet have a common passion for sports. This makes a target 
market of 1 billion sports fans. Among this sports population, several people have an affinity to 
multiple sports and events. As such, the total value of sports and related commercial activities 
including online games is currently about $200 billion. And growing. Growing at a pace faster 
than the fastest GDP growth of any country! 

Sports fans create several markets. These markets consist of Competitive Sports tournaments 
across the world, games, merchandising, media and ofcourse lifestyle sports. In our view, the 
enterprise life value of the sport fan when compared with different phases of life of their 
career is one of the highest across industries. This is explained by the fact that most Sport fans 
are there for life and remain loyal - making it the envy of marketing professionals.

1.4 SPORT FANS:

The consumption of sports has changed in the last twenty years and will continue to change 
in the next twenty. Leaps in technology enable us today to experience sports at a far more 
personalised & convenient manner. And this is just the beginning.

The Sport fan has evolved by embracing these technological advancements. The advent of 
new technology will continue to inspire our senses in the future.

The Sport fans go beyond the stadia and TV viewing. They want to express their opinions 
online and relive and share joyful or painful memories of famous sporting moments.

Sport fans come in various forms. There are millions of players cum fans in clubs and schools 
worldwide. There are traveling sport fans. There are fans on the couch in front of TV. Fans on 
the move on their mobiles. And then those who ‘keep in touch’ with sports in their otherwise 
busy lives. All of them have one thing in common - an enduring passion for their sport.
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1.5 DIFFERENTIATED AND FRAGMENTED PLATFORMS:

Sports and Sport fan have become deeply fragmented.

Every sport is now differentiated by the country, club, region and marquee events such as 
World cups, Olympics and sport related championships such as Wimbledon and Champions 
League. Languages add another differentiator across geographies.

It is even worse for the sports fans who are constantly exposed with different online media. 
Furthermore, sports fans have perhaps more media options, but not a voice, in how sports 
media should function. Media is often thrust upon them and their only choice is to accept it 
or move to another media. In addition, Sports fans have to pay for everything. In theory, the 
sport fan is in the centre of the entire sporting phenomenon. It is after all, to a large extent, 
the revenue generated by sports fans that funds the development of sports; yet somehow, 
the sports fan is not in the economics. It is the same situation with Sports institutions and 
organisations. Sports marketers often do not have good inventory of the whats and needs of 
its readers/viewers and inherently duplicate their efforts ‘just to cover more bases’

1.6 COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE:

There are competitors that offer a limited product suite to sports fans. Sportco aims to be the 
one-stop community for sports fans worldwide catering to their needs. We present a summary 
of the landscape.

COMPETITORS MEDIUM NAMES OF COMPETITORS OUR ADVANTAGE

Traditional print
sports media

Mainstream newspapers Guardian, 
sports section of NY times & magazines 
such as ESPN magazine & sport 
illustrated

Longer shelf and far higher 
engagement

Higher engagement and more 
interactivity with other fans.

Delayed interactivity. User generated 
content and therefore engagement is 
much higher

1 on 1 Fan Duels with sport fan and 
make friends or play against your 
friends adds a personalised dimension

Active ongoing and thriving reward 
system where the fan is in complete 
control of the reward

BBC sport, Bleacher report, Goal.com, 
tennis.com, golfdigest.co,

ESPN, Supersports, Starsports, 
skysports, quizapp, cricbuzz,

Sportscoin, eboost coin, jet coin, 
eboost coin, no limit coin

ESPN, Starsports, SonyTV sports Channels

Internet sports
websites

Sports mobile Apps

Sports ICO coins
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PROBLEM 
IDENTIFIED

OUR 
SOLUTION

i) Vast majority of sports fan are not rewarded for their online contributions.
ii) No single platform to fulfill online sporting needs of Sports fans.
iii) Lack of a global peer to peer currency in Sports.
iv)  Sport Fans today do not have technology enabled tools to enhance their engagement. They 

are fully dependent on external media in this regard.

i.  We will provide multiple ways for all Sports fans who contribute in content creation, knowl-
edge share and building of communities to be rewarded on our platform.

ii.  Sportco will be a multi layered platform that will holistically capture the journey and fulfill the 
needs of the sports fan.

iii. Sportco coin will aim to be the preferred currency of choice across global sports world.
iv.  Sportco will use blockchain to decentralise and provide specific tools for analytic overlays, 

gaming and online media experience.

VISUALISING 
BLOCKCHAIN IN SPORTS

4.1 Fan loyalty data

Fans form the largest number of participants in the ecosystem and effectively their contribution 
is the largest in the success of any sports (media success, commercial success). The data 
and output of each fan will be huge and very valuable. Current forums like Facebook and 
Reddit provides the forum but it is not linked to incentivization. Rewarding the fans based on 
a scientific scale that is consistent and transparent to all is the key. The sheer volume of such 
data can best be explained and captured in blockchain
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4.2 Data transparency:

Blockchain will bring transparency in the system. This transparency will help in making data 
transparent to all. The data transparency will create value.

The transparency will allow more fans to participate.

The sports fans will bring disruption in the sports media by being in the middle of the ecosys-
tem. The sports fan gets rewards and the attention from the community to encourage him to 
do more.
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4.3 Data and AI driven Sports Prediction & Performance

Sport Fans with their increased interest on field performance and off field activities of players, 
look for advanced data and analytics to play and do well in ever widening space of fantasy and 
prediction games online. The access and use of big data will allow sports fans to improve their 
performance, be accomplished players themselves whilst appreciating the predictive abilities 
of new technologies such as Swarm and of course AI.

As this is just the beginning, the new technologies and better understanding of fan behaviour 
will bring proprietary tools to a completely different level.



OUR 
TOKEN
Sport does not have a centralized utility token. Here is the opportunity by using technology. 
Blockchain enabled Sportco coin will be the economic basis of interaction within and outside 
the Sportco ecosystem.

Blockchain can authenticate Memorabilia. Sportco coin can enable a fan to enter in a compe-
tition and win a grand prize with the knowledge of sports. Such tournaments can co-exist with 
existing fans as well as in the fantasy world of sports.

Fans can also buy tickets for important games with the Sportco coins.
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On field Sport performance of real players will also improve with the use of specific technology 
and use of the right data and process. The proprietary tools that we will prepare will help 
team managers and coaches to identify opportunities and improve their playing strategies 
without the necessary increase in budgets. Blockchain will cause on field disruptions by making 
it possible to pick more rookie players in identified opportunistic slots (within allocated team 
compositions) which would otherwise not be possible.



For any questions please also see Risk Factors .

A large percentage of the tokens (25% above the ICO max cap) are exclusively reserved for 
the users and the community membe rs to earn based on their contribution towards the 
community.

Let’s take an example:

A Sport fan writes a blog on the community. The blog is appreciated by other community 
members. The Sportco editors rate the blog and based on the reach (Social media connections) 
the Sport fan is awarded Sportco coins. The quality of the blog and the number of social media 
connections will determine the reward of the Sport fan.

Standard analysis of what is a security and what is a utility.

A security typically provides direct ownership or partnership to security owners by 
providing funds to an idea or whitepaper to create products or business for the first time 
Security has an inherent expectation to increase in value or generate income.

Usage of Sportco token - which is earned by contribution and performance of sports fans, and 
is redeemed for sports goods and services in marketplaces - clearly makes it a utility token.

Additionally, a few more industry benchmarks to be set by Sportco token as a utility.

i) High Volumes: Sportco aims to generate a high volume of transactions by users in receiving and 
redeeming the token

ii) Use beyond the Platform:

Sportco token can aims to work with sport goods and merchandise providers, outside the Sportco 
platform as well.
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5.1 A utility token

A utility token operates in its own ecosystem, without any expectation of increase in value or 
generation of income and is mainly expected to be used within a specific ecosystem. Unlike 
listed securities, there is no guarantee of assigning any commercial value or generating any 
income from the Sportco token.

Sportco has an existing community base of 500,000 sports fans.

Within this ecosystem, 

i) Sportco token can be obtained by contributing content, playing and winning sports games, 
bring more community members to Sportco platforms.

ii) The Sportco token can be redeemed in Sportco marketplace for sports merchandise, tickets, 
premium content, memorabilia and various sports products.

iii) Sportco token reward and sale will help to SCALE and ENHANCE the access to existing 
community and product base; demonstrating experience in sports media and game business.



COMMUNITY 

REWARD POOL
The Community reward pool is the central theme to incentivize the community members in 
making positive contributions towards a stronger community of sports communities.

These benchmarks further set the standard of Sportco as a genuine and active utility 
token.
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COMMUNITY 

EXPANSION

6.1 Earning from the Community Reward pool

The Sportco token can be earned by sports fan community members by performing several 
actions. Some use cases of the fan’s actions are:

Case i: You watch a match, record some videos and post it on social media. 
Case ii: You make a blog, post it on website 
Case iii: You make a quiz on a sport topic, and send to sportco editor for review and post in 
the Quiz App

6.2 Process of earning Sportco coins

You earn points based on the content value, impact, number of likes. These points are then 
converted into ratings and eventually Sportco coins

Step i: Create an impactful action that helps the development of the community. 
Step ii: Logon to the Sportco ecosystem 
Step iii: Mark your content to the relevant section you want to post it in. 
Step iv: After posting it, wait for the editor’s feedback 
Step v: Editors feedback with rating 
Step vi: You will receive a link with a special link to unlock appropriate number of sportco 
token within the Community Reward pool.

You can then receive the Sportco coin into your E wallet at your convenience. You can improve 
your reward when you make bigger contributions e.g. Unique statistics, personalised analysis, 
special blog to explain sport related verifiable information that no one else knows, ideas for 
improvements, sharing your own unique experience and so on. The possibilities are almost 
endless.

6.3 Using and redeeming your Sportco coin

Having subscribed to having earned Sportco tokens you can maximise your experience in the 
ecosystem in the following ways.

Use the tokens to enter special quizzes, fantasy games and tournaments that have special 
prizes. Utilise the tokens to earn discounted prices on selected sports related merchandising 
deals. Use the token to buy sports and tournament tickets for special events.

The Sportco platform will embed all sports based communities under one brand. There 
would be specific communities based on different sports, different teams, marquee events 
and different countries. In addition, we expect Quiz community fan clubs, fantasy prediction 
groups. Online/offline content community.
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Community acquisition:

We will use all opportunities both organic and inorganic to acquire and grow our platforms and 
communities.

We will have targeted campaigns for inorganic community acquisition. These campaigns would 
run in specific social media channels to reach out to specific communities.

Global sports :

Sportco will have presence in top-10 global sports; with the use of technology (see Technology 
section for more details)

Regional Sports and niche communities:

In addition to mainstream sports and large communities, Sportco will encourage niche sports 
communities & clubs; and regional sports also to have a presence on its platform.

EXISTING AND EXPANDED PRODUCT 

& SERVICE OFFERING
8.1 Guiding principles

These guiding principles will be the basis our economic offering:

      i) provide a Competitive edge based on fan engagement experience and own branding.

      ii) wherever possible compete solely on expert Knowledge.

     iii)  use of latest Technology to simplify data to augment the experience. For passive sport                           
            fans to make watching games more meaningful and for active sport fans to provide                     
            them with the necessary tools to make active contributions.

    iv) special and personalised attention to repetitive marquee events in the world of sports             
          with our own brand of quizzes, tournaments and games.

8.2 Product suite:

This is mainly in the sphere of i) Games & Apps, ii) Sports Content and iii) services.

i) Games & apps

i.  Sportco quiz & triva: The Quiz & Trivia game that tests for Sport awareness quotient and 
delights you with hidden insights.

ii. Sportco Fantasy game: The virtual fantasy game that is in Captain and player format.
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iii. Sportco Predictor game: The predictions that make you anticipate on count and off count 
outcomes.

iv. Sportco blogs: Blogs that allow you to express Sports passion in words in your own style.

v.  Sportco stat analytics: Stat analytics that allow you to follow and share insights and their 
impact not viewed before.

vi.  Sports videos: Share sports videos that you have captured with a fans instinct - something 
the media cannot capture.8.2 Product suite:

ii) Sports Content

vii. Sportco blogs: Blogs that allow you to express Sports passion in words in your own style. 
viii.  Sportco stat analytics: Stat analytics that allow you to follow and share insights and their 

impact not viewed before.

ix.  Sports videos: Share sports videos that you have captured with a fans instinct - something 
the media cannot capture.

x. Sportco performance Indices: Big data and AI driven ranking and performance Indices

xi.  Sportco Views: Your hard hitting and insightful opinions, views, interviews on everything 
sports

Sports Community

Sports games & content will be actively communicated and promoted on popular Social Media 
(FB, Twitter, Instagram, Reddit, YouTube, and more) handles of Sportco to build, engage and 
to link up with communities on Sportco’s own platforms.

Business Model - Revenue Sources

i. Buying Sportco Coins by users

ii. Membership of Sportco Club

iii. Merchandise for the fans with leading brands; with handling fees for Sportco

iv. Customised content for sports institutions

v. Ad network for brands that wish to engage with our communities.

vi. Tie-up with leading sports leagues for their merchandising, ticketing for premium events

vii. Sportco’s own Tournaments and contests

viii. Register and trade of memorabilia
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i.Blockchain: From the issuance of the Sportco coin, forming quiz interactions, making 
merchandising platform, memorabilia marketplace to integrating user community responses 
with historic data management Blockchain will form the core of our technological footprint.

ii. Big Data Analysis : This will be used to refine our predictor models and various other 
products to offer the best what sport experience and sport technology can offer.

iii. Sport stats on the go : This will be our proprietary brand of sports stats that would be 
easily accessible while travelling. Our knowledge of sports and good understanding of the 
needs of the sports fan will provide us with the direction to make the stats easy to read, 
understand and build on.

iv. Swarm technologies : This technology will be used for opinion gathering, product 
alignment and deciding upon different courses of action in marquee events. The opinion of 
the community matters and will count.

v. Gamification of products : Provide strong analytics and strong prediction back end engine 
based on which user experience and game can be uniquely created. The live data will be 
sourced with own servers by use of algorithms to create predictor engines, analytics and the 
interface with the front end. This will be done across all major sports.

vi. Sport UI as AR : We will enable user interface technology to create online studio of online 
matches and events. This will allow us to experiment with the world of graphics and video and 
create AR software.

vii. Artificial Intelligence: This will act as a layer to capture use of sound, pictures and videos 
to create a unique engagement tool.

TECHNICAL 
IMPLEMENTATION
The use of technology and machine learning is an integral part of Sportco’s vision. This will be 
applied in different ways to create products, interfaces or customised approaches.

At sportco we believe that the best use of technology can makes sports more competitive thereby 
providing fans with a better engagement. In addition we believe that technology can assist in 
bringing about economic efficiency for sports institutions. We will use our expertise in sports and 
fan experience to take a leadership role in integrating new technologies within sports at all levels.

We will use the following layers of technologies
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“Spot the Champion”: With the products and revenue generated, we at Sportco also 
believe in giving back to society. “ Spot the Champion” is our unique way of giving back. 
Sportco will create a panel of accomplished sports personalities and administrators. Sportco 
will identify geographies and institutions in those geographies to prepare fairs, sport camps 
and tournaments to identify future champions. These future champions will have benefit of 
professional advice, specialised training and where possible professional sport equipment to 
give them a head start in their journey.

By giving back to Sport we give a chance of greater continuity to all those involved in the Sport 
ecosystem. Including us.

SPORTCO COIN 
DENOMINATION
You can subscribe to Sportco token by making payments in Ether or Bitcoin or in Fiat currency USD. 
Sportco will have 480 million ICO coins at a subscription price of 5 USD cents each. 
Any ICO coins which are not subscribed to will be burned after the ICO.

We will keep 25% additional coins, which is 120 million coins, for user reward pool, for the 
sports fans and communities. These coins will be released over a period of 10 years.

If there is high additional demand of coins from users community in the future; we can introduce 
additional coins. The existing subscribers will be given pro-rata opportunity to subscribe to 
these additional coins, and any balance coins will be added to user reward pool.

For any questions on the subscription process please contact us on info@sportco.io

Safety of Tokens

We would use advanced security systems to secure your ERC-20 Sportco tokens. 
We would keep subscriptions under escrow till the tokens are issued, to provide additional 
security.
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ROADMAP
Planning is the key to success. At Sportco, we have already given thought on how the next few 
years will chart out in terms of products, activities, geographies and milestones. The ambition 
for the future was possible mainly due to the efforts and achievements of the past.

2014 2015 2016

2017

20172018

2018 2018

2018

2019

2019

2020 2020

Started with 1st 
Sport Website & 
blog

Reached 
100,000 fans

Reached 4 Sports 
and created 2nd 
Website

Reached 500,000 
fans among sports 
communities

Moved technology 
from outsourced to 
inhouse team

Completion of 
token sale

Launch of Quiz & 
Predictor Game

Proprietary AI based index for 
Soccer & full fledged merchandising 
Marketplace

Organise 1st Global 
Sport Blockchain 
event

Sportco Champion 
2018

Augment Reality 
sports program

Application of new 
technologies in 
sports

Launch of new products to 
provide more meaningful 

sports experience
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TIME LINE
2014 - Started with the first sport and blog website. 
2015 - Milestone: Reached 100,000 fans among sports communities. Added second sport 
and created first fantasy game. 
2016 - Reached 4 sports and created second website. 
2017 - Milestone: Reached 500,000 fans among sports communities increased coverage to 
10 sports Created first sports app Technology team migrated in house. 
2018 - March Token sale 
2018 - April Social media and community building campaign accelerator Community reward 
pool 
2018 - May Start tie-ups with sports companies Launch of quiz games in select European 
markets. Hiring of additional blockchain and AI experts completed. World Cup contest 
tournament launched 
2018 - June Launch of proprietary AI based index for soccer Set up for technical 
architecture of predictor game 
2018 - July Social media and community building campaign accelerator Global Wimbledon 
quiz contest 
2018 - August Begin specific content creation for North American audience 
2018 - Sept Adapt world cup football tournament content to new European football season 
2018 - Oct. Launch initial American content 
2018- November Organise first global sport blockchain event. 
2018 - Dec Extension of AI linked sports indices to Tennis and Cricket Creation of 
merchandising marketplace offering full suite of merchandising options 
2019 - Jan Sportco champion of 2018 
2019 - Feb Organise first boot camp for shortlisted spot the champions candidates 
2019 - March Develop & outline sports technology course (Technology & Sports 
universities). 
2019 - April Augmented Reality sports program 
2020 Empower more fans to have targeted approach towards content creation Application 
of new technologies in sports Launch of new products to provide more meaningful sport 
experience Take all steps necessary to fulfill our vision of being the sports ecosystem of 
choice for sports fans worldwide
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BOUNTY PLAN
A certain % of ICO will be kept as bounty for online promoters and ambassadors of the ICO 
program. This will also serve the purpose of being a pre-cursor to the User Community Pool.

While the detailed bounty chart will be shared on the website, here are a few examples of 
activities on the ICO Bounty Reward program:The Bounty plan is as follows, for detailed rules 
please click here…...

i.  A community member writes a blog on a trending topic: who has the best strike rate in 
soccer? He focuses his attention on Messi’s Strike Rate vs Ronaldo’s strike rate. Our editors 
like it a lot and provide the member with 5 Star editor rating. Given the reach of the member 
and the impression that the blog creates on the community this blog is converted into 100 
points that are worth $5.

ii.  A community member write a Blog on why your community should contribute to Sportco 
coins. Editor rating 4 star and impact of 80 points will be worth $4.

iii.  A user gets 50 people to retweet our Wimbledon contest tweet or retweet our post on 
Sportco ICO dates. Editor rating 5 star and impact of 100 points will be worth $5.

iv.  A user posts a short blog on Bitcointalk on why Sportco is the standout ICO of the month. 
Editor rating 5 star and impact of 100 points will be worth $5. The points credited to users 
after approval from moderators and editors will be converted into equivalent Sportco coins 
at the end of the ICO.
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13. USAGE OF FUNDS
Subscribers can influence our product development and project implementation speeds by 
clarifying their preferences. By using feedback and analysis through technologies like Swarm, 
we will be able to make a meaningful assessment of what are the priorities of the subscriber 
community.

Projected usage of ICO Funds is as follows:

Technology and Product development 30%

Marketing and consumer engagement 27%

Research, grants and Blockchain sport events 4%

Business operations and infrastructure 10%

Legal 8%

Team and Advisors 10%

Bounty and Affiliates 5%

Business Development, Founders and Ambassadors 6%



14. CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS AND 
ASSOCIATES AND EARLY SUPPORTERS
As in any team sport, the quality of your partner often determines the success. At Sportco, 
we take our partner selection seriously. All our partners and associates believe in business 
integrity and share our passion for our business.

We have selected our associates and partners with care and in the knowledge that they will 
back us as industry experts and their confidence and trust in us. And vice versa. 

FINCAP Advisers Ltd offers turnkey tailored services to regulated entities in an open 
architecture format offering licensing and post-licensing services across all renowned 
jurisdictions. Postlicensing services include External and Internal audits, Compliance and AML 
Compliance, Risk Management, ICAAP, FATCA/CRS support, Corporate Advisory, Accounting, 
Tax & VAT optimization, Executive Seminars, Executive Recruitment Services and Fund 
Administration.

Abacus Seychelles Limited enables clients to achieve their full potential by leveraging on 
worldwide markets and overcome geographic disadvantages. They provide solutions in estate 
protection and management efficiency by establishing trust structuring and dedicated advice 
with end to end solutions.
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Token Target is a team of professionals with strong backgrounds in the fintech, finance, 
investment banking and crypto currencies sectors. Their mission is to help initial coin offerings 
and token sales brands achieve their desired capital funding and expand their coin and token 
value.

Pil Animation is founded by award winning animator and director, Sharon Gazit, who acts 
as the Creative Director and co-CEO. Their animated projects have won multiple awards 
worldwide meeting the needs of diverse clients in different industries across geographies

Sportswizzleague is a team of technology, product and sports content developers, provides 
sports products and services needed using appropriate technologies to SportCo.



15. MEET THE TEAM
Anuj Sharma 
Founder and Business Leader

Anuj is a business graduate with over 25 years of experience across sports media, 
financial services and technology industries.

As an entrepreneur, he has brought the 3 components together to envision the Sportco eco-
system using token economy based on blockchain technology.

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/anujsharma17/

Prof George Giaglis 
Lead Advisor

Prof George is the Director of Institute for the Future at University of Nicosia. He 
is also Professor of e-business at University of Greece.

He is a pioneer of Blockchain industry, and his views are widely respected and quoted across 
the industry..

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/georgegiaglis/

Phiroze Mogrelia 
Senior Advisor

Phiroze has over 17 years of experience in Banking and has been the Global Head 
Lending & Liquidity Solutions, Products & Solutions, Private Banking International at 
ABN AMRO Bank. He has led teams in several countries and believes empowerment 

is the key to sucess..

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/phirozemogrelia/

Malika Jivan 
Corporate Advisor

Ms. Malika Jivan serves as Founder & CEO of Abacus Seychelles Limited. Ms. Jivan 
has served as an Independent Director for the Barclays Bank, Seychelles. Ms. 

Jivan is an international tax and accounting professional and has over 15 years of experience 
in legal and financial due diligence, investment advisory, tax planning and company law. Before 
starting her own firm, she worked with one of the big 4 global consulting firms.

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/malika-jivan-1740026/
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Juan Carlos Báguena 
Sports Advisor

National Tennis Instructor (Highest Qualification in Spain), Juan Carlos is in the 
process of starting out on his own with his new academy which will be located 
at La Pineda Tennis Club in Barcelona. Báguena was ranked 107 in world in 

doubles.

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/juan-carlos-b%C3%A1guena-902406b/

Dr Rishi Sharma 
Statistics and AI Advisor

PhD in Quantitative Ecology and Resource Management, Dr Rishi is a 
biostatistician. He is helping Sportco build virtual games across sports using 
past data analytics and theory of probability.

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rishi-sharma-5aa6108
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Mr Kuldip Lal 
Media Advisor

Kuldip Lal is a veteran New Delhi-based journalist who retired in 2015 as the 
chief sports writer in South Asia for Agence France-Presse (AFP), the international 
news wire service. During a 35-year career, he has covered major sporting 

events including six Olympic Games, seven Asian Games and eight cricket World Cups.

Linked: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rishi-sharma-5aa6108



17. CONCLUSIONS
Sportco has an experienced and ambitious team of like minded professionals coming from 
diverse backgrounds with a common passion - Sports. Starting with a modest beginning in 
2014, Sportco now has the knowledge, technological access and vision to leapfrog Sport fan 
engagement.

Sportco believes this is possible because of the following reasons:

i. Sportco already has more than 500,000 sports fans on its platforms. The last 4 years were 
crucial of understand fan centricity behaviours, needs, revenue inflection points and building 
a network with Sporting institutions.

ii. Sportco has the necessary product suite already in place and a clear plan to embed 
technology to seek breakthroughs in community development.

iii. Sports market will continue to grow in double digits for the next few decades thereby 
adding millions of sport fans. These future sport fans will have a bigger say in how they would 
like their engagement and how they will allocate their share of wallet in this field. Sportco is 
ready to create such a futuristic platform.

iv. Sports institutions, Sport clubs and Sports professionals are also always linked with sport 
fan and today rely on traditional media channels. This media revolution is on its way with 
Sportco leading it.

v. The Sportco founders will continue on their path to improve fan engagement with technology. 
The ICO will help to springboard our vision and win this race. The race is on and we are in this 
race to win! Are you with us?

Development Team:

There is a development and marketing team of 8 technology and business professionals 
working on Sportco and the ICO
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APPENDIX 1: 
FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS
i) What is the mission of Sportco.io?

SportCo.io is building a sports platform for fans, where fans are able to use their knowledge 
and passion in Games and earn SportCo coins for their content. It is the idea to use SportCo 
coins to redeem sports tickets and other merchandising options.

ii) What are the key dates for the sportco.io ICO?

Registration begin in January 2018. 
The Pre-ICO sale begins in February 2018. 
The ICO begins in March 2018.

iii) How can I participate in the sportco.io ICO?

Participation is simple and only takes a minute. Simply click on Contribute Now button on 
SportCo.io and provide your information such as name, email.

iv) How much does it cost to purchase sportco Tokens?

The price of Sportco Token at ICO will be 5 USD cents. In the pre-ICO period, it can be purchased 
at 4 USD cents.

v) Is SportCo.io a startup?

SportCo and its associate sports company have their products in use since 2014. SportCo will 
leverage the existing available fan base of 500,000 and scale it up manifold with the unique 
‘Community Reward pool’ concept, merchandising options, multi sport functionality by using 
technology to fast track into an economically viable business model at the earliest.

vi) Why an ICO?

The aim of the ICO is to provide SportCo with the necessary funds to scale up the existing 
fan base, bring new products and multi sport functionality which will allow us to present a 
compelling sports community to the sporting world. In addition, SportCo will use a part of its 
revenues to develop Sports in countries with financial needs in the interest of sports fans. 
We believe that ICO will help sustain the long term vision of the founders to improve fans 
engagement and building a complete sporting experience for fans worldwide.
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vii) Are there any geographic restrictions to subscribe to the ICO?

Citizens of the United States will not be able to invest due to local regulations. Please check 
your local regulations before subscribing to the ICO. Please note that you are responsible to 
make your own due diligence about your participation in the ICO with respect to regulations.

viii) Can I invest using Fiat currency?

Yes it is possible to invest using Fiat currency. Please check the subscription section of the 
website for more details.

ix) Is there a minimum subscription amount?

Yes, the minimum amount is $50.

x) What is the Community Reward pool reservation?

This is one of the unique features of SportCo, to reward fans for their passion. This is done by 
distribution of coins from the Community reward pool.

xi) What are your bounty rules?

please see table below for bounty

xii) What is your KYC process?

Know your customer (KYC) is the process of verifying the identity of its clients and counterparts. 
This is important for any business institution. We want SportCo to be future proof and be 
in a good position for future growth by complying with all current and foreseeable future 
regulations. Verified KYC profile is required to subscribe to Sportco tokens. The SportCo 
tokens will be allocated and sent only to participants with verified KYC profiles.

xiii) What are the KYC terms?

Every Participant will have to submit the verified email address and proof of identity. 
SportCo coins will be distributed only to the participants whose KYC will be successful. 
SportCo is the sole authority to decide on this, for any doubts our service team will be in 
touch with subscribers to ask for additional information.

xiv) What if the subscriber does not complete the KYC process by due date?

The deadline to submit your documents to complete the KYC process is March 31, 2018. 
Funds (ETH, BTC or USD) of the users who do not complete the KYC will be returned within 
90 days after this deadline.

xv) What are acceptable currencies ?

ETH, BTC, USD, GBP & EUR accepted.

xvi) I would like to participate but I don’t have ETH OR BTC??

You can subscribe to the tokens with USD or EUR or GBP.
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xvii) Is there any limit to participate?

Minimum subscription is $50. For all amounts more than $50,000. Please contact us on 
…..info@sportco.io…...

xviii) What is the exchange rate upon allocation of SportCo Coins?

We have an inbuilt exchange rate tool which shows the conversion rate of BTC & ETH market 
rate during the transaction. After your payment, you will get a confirmation email with the 
applied exchange rate and allocation of SportCo coins.

xix) When and How will the SportCo Coin be distributed ?

SportCo Coins will be distributed within 30 working days after the end of the ICO

xx) How to participate Ethereum token crowdsale and which wallets are 
compatible? 
The details of the crowd sale and compatible wallets will be provided on the website

xxi) Which exchanges will list SportCo Coin and when?

Sportco does not guarantee the listing of the token with any exchange.

SportCo will apply to several exchanges and keep announcing the details of exchanges where 
it will be listed.

Caution: Every exchange has its own process and we cannot influence the decision of exchange 
listing. Though somewhat unlikely, it is possible that no exchange will list SportCo coins. please 
see Risk Factors.

xxii) What are the funds used for?

The funds will be used for the following purposes:

Technology and Product development 30%

Marketing and consumer engagement 27%

Research, grants and Blockchain sport events 4%

Business operations and infrastructure 10%

Legal 8%

Team and Advisors 10%

Bounty and Affiliates 5%

Business Development, Founders and Ambassadors 6%

See section 13 of the whitepaper for more details.

xxiii) is any other team involved in conducting the ICO?

To make sure we have a considerable amount of experience and knowledge of the ICO process 
for security, token distribution and getting listed on exchanges we have selected Token Market 
as our ICO partner. Currently, Token Market is the best ICO service platform in the world, and 
their achievements can be easily looked up and compared on the internet. Some of the Top 
ICOs concluded by the team are Civic, Rivertz, Monaco and etc.
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APPENDIX 2: 
RISK FACTORS
i) Loss of losing access to SportCo Coins due to loss of private keys.

SportCo Coins are held by you in a digital wallet that requires a key. You are responsible to 
safeguard the access to that key. Misuse of this key can result in the loss of your SportCo coins 
- it is like the losing keys to your safe deposit box.

ii) Risks associated with decentralised networks

The SportCo coins are based on Etherium protocol. Any direct risks to the Etherium protocol 
will have an effect on SportCo coins. Such risks are in the nature of:

i) malfunction, breakdown or attack on the protocol,

ii) technical advances to the Etherium protocol could in an extreme case render the cryptographic 
consense ineffective thereby affecting the SportCo coin. In this case all other coins linked with 
Etherium may also face the same issue

Upgrades by Ethereum to the Ethereum platform, a hard fork in the Ethereum platform or a 
change in how transactions are confirmed on the Ethereum platform may have unintended 
adverse effects on all blockchains using the ERC-20 or ERC-223 standards, including Rentberry. 
The Ethereum blockchain is at an early stage of development, and it is not fully known whether 
the Ethereum blockchain will be able to sustain long-term operation of large-scale D-apps such 
as the SportCo. As recently as October 2017, the Ethereum blockchain experienced significant 
delays in processing block transactions due to extremely high volumes associated with similar 
token sales around that ti me. It is not certain whether the Ethereum development community 
will resolve these technical issues in the future

iii) Risk of Hacking and Security Weakness.

SportCo Coins may be subject to expropriation and/or theft. Hackers or other malicious groups 
or organizations may attempt to interfere with the SportCo Smart Contracts or the SportCo 
Coins in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service 
attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because 
the Ethereum platform rests on open source software and SportCo Coins are based on open-
source software, there is the risk that Ethereum smart contracts may contain intentional or 
unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect the SportCo Coins or result 
in the loss of subscribers SportCo Coins, the loss of subscribers ability to access or control 
Subscribers SportCo Coins, or the loss of ETH in the subscribers account. In the event of such 
a software bug or weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of SportCo Coins are not 
guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.
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iv) Risks associated with ICO

The SportCo coins serve a function within the SportCo community, which is a medium of 
exchange of goods and services. SportCo is not an investment product and therefore there 
should not be any expectation of profit from the purchase of SportCo coins. Furthermore, 
SportCo coins do not represent:

i) any Equity or any other ownership interest 
ii) any rights of dividend or any other distribution rights 
iii) any voting rights or exercising any form of governance over the company, the platform or 
its business 
iv) at the time of presenting this information there are no reasons to believe that the ICO 
is equated to any public offering of securities. If however between now and the ICO date, 
should there by any change in regulations, we may take additional time to comply with 
such regulations which may result in the delay of the ICO. As such, every subscriber to the 
SportCo coin makes their own assessment of the underlying risks

v) SportCo may Modify or Stop the Sale at Any Time.

Subscriber acknowledges and understands that SportCo may modify the timing, offer price, 
and number of SportCo Coins available for subscription at any time during the Sale Period. 
Subscriber further acknowledges and understands that SportCo reserves the right to terminate 
the sale process at any time. If the sale process has been stopped prematurely, SportCo Coins 
that are subscribed may not be transferable.

vi) Taxation Risks.

The use of Sportco Coins as a form of settlement currency may or may not be subject to local 
income tax, capital gain taxes, VAT, or other forms of taxes. Every subscriber must therefore 
make their own due diligence of how such Tax affects them now or in the future. This uncertainty 
in tax legislation may expose subscribers to unforeseen future tax consequences associated 
with the use of SportCo coins as a settlement currency, and/or the trading of SportCo Coins 
for capital gains.

vii) Capital Control Risks.

Many jurisdictions, such as China, impose strict controls on the cross-border flow of 
capital. Subscribers ot SportCo Coins may be subject to these regulations and/or arbitrary 
enforcementof such regulations at any time. Furthermore these regulations in some countries 
may be subject to change in future that could imply that transfer of SportCo Coins out of the 
local jurisdiction to overseas exchanges poses an unlawful activity exposing the subscriber 
of SportCo coins to government fines or other regulatory sanction. As such, every subscriber 
must make their own assessment of such laws now and expected changes in the future.
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viii) Predicting the future

SportCo makes its own assumptions on the basis of which it charts it future - a glimpse of 
which is provided in the Timeline. Throughout the Whitepaper document and the website; 
words such as “anticipates,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “seeks,” “estimates,” and 
variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-
looking scenarios. Clearly SportCo will make every possible endeavour to chart its own future 
in line with its ambitions’ however the words above are not to be seen as guarantees of future 
performance and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult 
to predict; therefore, actual results may differ materially from those expressed or forecasted in 
any forward-looking statements or scenario due to many factors, whether or not in the control 
of SportCo. As such, SportCo does not undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to the 
extent that we are required to do so by law

ix) Unanticipated Risks

Cryptographic tokens such as the SportCo Coins are a new and untested technology. In 
addition to the risks included in this document, there are other risks associated with your 
purchase, possession, and use of the Tokens, including unanticipated risks. Such risks may 
further materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks discussed in this 
document.

x) Sportco Coins May Have No Value.

Sportco coins may have no value and there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for 
the Sportco Cons. Company Parties are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the 
market value of the Sportco Coins, the transferability and/or liquidity of the same and/or the 
availability of any market for Sportco coins through third parties or otherwise. For the purposes 
of this Section of the White Paper, the term “Company Parties” shall include Company and its 
respective past, present and future employees, officers, directors, contractors, consultants, 
attorneys, accountants, all types of advisors, equity holders, suppliers, vendors, service 
providers, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, representatives, predecessors, 
successors and assigns (hereinafter in this Section – “Company Parties”).

xi) Uncertain Regulatory Framework.

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets and blockchain technology is 
unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether governmental 
authorities will regulate such technologies. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether any 
governmental authority may make changes to existing laws, regulations and/or rules that will 
affect cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology and its applications. Such 
changes could negatively impact the tokens in various ways, including, for example, through 
a determination that the tokens are regulated financial instruments that require registration. 
Company may cease the distribution of the Sportco Coins, the development of the Sportco 
platform or cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that governmental actions make it 
unlawful or commercially undesirable to continue to do so
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xii) Risk of Government Action.

The industry in which Sportco operates is new, and may be subject to heightened oversight 
and scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. There can be no assurance 
that governmental authorities will not examine the operations of Sportco and/or pursue 
enforcement actions against them. All of this may subject Sportco to judgments, settlements, 
fines or penalties, or cause Company Parties to restructure their operations and activities or to 
cease offering certain products or services, all of which could harm Sportco's reputation or lead 
to higher operational costs, which may in turn have a material adverse effect on the Sportco 
Coins and/or the development of the Sportco platform Whilst we have tried to summarise the 
key risks there are many other risks, where Sportco despite its best intentions and commitment 
may not be able to fulfill its goals. Like in any sport, you can make your best preparations, have 
the confidence to win but cannot always control the result.
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Do you want to know more?
See our videos - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r8oD0YGiq8&feature=youtu.be. 

See what the media says about Sportco -  http://lvivtoday.com.ua/lviv-business/5076 

See what the media says about our team -  

https://sportuptr.com/spor-sitesi-takipcilerine-kripto-para-dagitacak/

Do you want to chat with us to clarify any doubts before subscribing? 
Telegram group Or email our founder at anuj@sportco.io



WWW.SPORTCO.IO
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